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Abstract

Although end-to-end neural models have been dominating Natural Lan-
guage Processing for both performance and flexibility, critics have recently
drawn attention to their poor generalization and lack of interpretability.
Conversely, symbolic paradigms such as Abstract Meaning Representation
(AMR) are humanly comprehensible but less flexible. In response, we pro-
pose Executable Abstract Meaning Representation (EAMR) as a recon-
ciliation of both paradigms. EAMR is a neural symbolic framework that
frames a task as a program, which interactively gets generated, revised and
executed. In our novel definition, execution is a sequence of transforms
on AMR graphs. Through a hybrid runtime, EAMR learns the automatic
execution of AMR graphs, yet it also allows for the integration of hand-
crafted heuristics, knowledge bases and APIs. EAMR can be used in many
applications such as dialogue understanding and response generation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the history of artificial intelligence, two rival paradigms have vied for

supremacy. Symbolic paradigm was dominant in the 20th century, while

neural approaches have recently become established as the most impactful

paradigm [14]. Both paradigms have strengths and weaknesses, and they

are complementary to each other. Symbolic approaches explicitly produce

intermediate representations which are language-like and amenable to human

understanding. However, symbolic representations su↵er from the famous

symbol grounding problem [18] since they are handcrafted. In contrast,

neural representations are learned end-to-end which are flexible while lacking

interpretability and robustness. The shortcomings of neural models align with

the strengths of symbolic methods, facilitating a hybrid paradigm called neural-

symbolic which leverages the advantages of both approaches [2, 17, 26, 40, 9].

However, early neural symbolic methods require an expert design of the
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symbolic language in each specific domain, restricting their coverage.

In this dissertation, we aim at designing a novel neural symbolic “runtime”

of the Abstract Meaning Representation [6], which is a general semantic

framework that represents a sentence as a semantic graph consisting of

concepts and relations. We choose AMR instead of others due to its wide

coverage of semantic phenomenons and domain-agnostic nature. Thanks

to its conceptual and propositional character, AMR is amenable to human

understanding and heuristic rules.

Since AMR is designed to be generic, there is no deterministic execution

rule or path to manipulate its nodes or relations like a program. In response,

we propose the first definition of execution for AMR in Section 3.1, which

depicts the graph transform of AMR depending on language context and

graph topology. Our definition is agnostic of the runtime such that it can be

implemented using either neural, symbolic, or hybrid approaches. Specifically,

we present a symbolic and a neural baseline followed by our neural symbolic

EAMR in Section 3.4. We further propose two novel algorithms to learn

EAMR using sole unlabeled text corpora. The execution of EAMR can be

learned end-to-end in an unsupervised fashion, yet each execution step is

interpretable for humans.
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Experiments on DailyDialog [30] show that EAMR performs comparably

well with a strong baseline while it demonstrates stronger interpretability.

Our proposed EAMR can be applied in many tasks, especially in settings

that require incorporating external data sources such as knowledge bases or

external APIs. The potential applications of EAMR are discussed in Section 5.

We hope EAMR can promote neural model interpretability research with

computational linguistic structures.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Literature Review

Neural symbolism made its first debut on synthetic visual questions answering,

where the representational capacity of deep learning and the compositional

linguistic structure of the text are simultaneously exploited to answer syn-

thesized questions paired with images [2, 25, 10]. Later, Gupta et al. [17]

propose to parse open-domain questions as executable programs grounded on

documents. Wolfson et al. [37] introduce a meaning representation for the

decomposition of questions expressed through natural language. Following

the same line, Khot et al. [26] propose to solve decomposed questions using

existing systems. Most recently, BINDER is proposed to map a question

into a programming language whose functions can be either directly exe-

cuted or indirectly solved by prompting a large language model [9]. The
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representations used in these neural symbolic approaches are domain-specific,

whereas we take the challenge to harness the wide coverage of semantics via

a domain-agnostic representation, AMR.

Our work is also closely related to neural program synthesis, a task employ-

ing neural models to automatically translate natural language descriptions

to a program that satisfies the user intent [16]. Existing works mostly focus

on generating domain-specific codes, such as regular expressions [28], SQL

queries [39, 7], and calendar APIs [3]. Di↵erent from theirs, our studied AMR

is not naturally an executable programming language. Program synthesis

research targets improving the accuracy of parsing natural language into

programming languages while the execution runtime is deterministic. In

our study, the proposed runtime of EAMR can be either deterministic or

non-deterministic, and the later can be learned end-to-end while preserving

the interpretability of a deterministic one.

The last line of related research is AMR extension for cross-sentence

understanding. Initial attempts [31, 13] merge AMR nodes that represent the

same entity, formulating it as an AMR coreference resolution task. Recently,

graph neural networks are applied to coreference-resolved AMR graphs for

dialogue relation extraction and response generation [4]. Beyond coreference
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resolution, our EAMR supports much broader types of AMR transforms.

2.2 Past Research

Our past research is a journey challenging the limit of neural models for

linguistic structure prediction, such as tagging and parsing. We were the first

to challenge state-of-the-art taggers and parsers using non-finetuned BERT

[11] embeddings on core NLP tasks [19]. Our BERT models outperform

the previously best-performing models by 2% on average (7.5% for the most

significant case) on all tasks and datasets. Once finetuned, BERT was further

found to boost the performance of multilingual enhanced dependency parsing

[20].

Though the accuracy of large pretrained language models (PLMs) is

excellent, their speed is relatively slow. To reduce model complexity, we

presented three works. In the first work, we propose a novel Levi graph

AMR parser [21] by combining tokens, concepts, and labels as one input

to a transformer to learn attention matrices which are used to predict all

elements in AMR graphs. Our Levi graph decoder reduces the number of

decoder parameters by 45% yet gives similar or better performance. In the

second one, we challenge multi-task learning (MTL) by sharing one PLM on
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5 tasks for faster speed [22]. Surprisingly, our experiments depict that MTL

models underperform ones trained individually. To reveal the mysteries of

MTL, we propose a dynamic pruning method of attention heads to detect

essential heads for each task. Our experiments reveal that all five tasks rely

on almost the same set of attention heads, leading to the interference of

features. Thus, we propose the Stem Cell Hypothesis, likening these talented

attention heads to stem cells, which cannot be fine-tuned for multiple tasks

that are very distinct. Our hypothesis is further validated by a set of novel

probing methods. In the most recent work under review, we challenge seq2seq

models for linguistic structure generation without external decoders. Our best

models perform comparably or better than the state-of-the-art for all tasks,

lighting a promising future for seq2seq models for generating non-sequential

structures.

In the same line, we improve the e�ciency of seq2seq models by unleashing

their potential using prompting and constrained decoding [23]. Sequence-

to-Sequence (S2S) models have achieved remarkable success on various text

generation tasks. However, learning complex structures with S2S models

remains challenging as external neural modules and additional lexicons are

often supplemented to predict non-textual outputs. We present a systematic
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study of S2S modeling using contained decoding on four core tasks: part-

of-speech tagging, named entity recognition, constituency and dependency

parsing, to develop e�cient exploitation methods costing zero extra parame-

ters. In particular, 3 lexically diverse linearization schemas and corresponding

constrained decoding methods are designed and evaluated. Experiments show

that although more lexicalized schemas yield longer output sequences that

require heavier training, their sequences being closer to natural language

makes them easier to learn. Moreover, S2S models using our constrained

decoding outperform other S2S approaches using external resources. Our best

models perform better than or comparably to the state-of-the-art for all 4

tasks, lighting a promise for S2S models to generate non-sequential structures.

These works have established strong taggers and parsers, facilitating our

research on neural symbolic approaches. We developed the first interactive

calendar assistant [24] as the initial attempt which inspires the EAMR idea

in this dissertation.
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Chapter 3

Approach

The following sections are organized as follows: First, we formally define

the execution of EAMR. Then, we present two baselines to stimulate ideas. At

last, we propose two novel learning algorithms for EAMR to enable end-to-end

training.

3.1 Definition

Execution In a document or a dialogue consisting of n utterances, denote

the i-th utterances and corresponding AMR graph as xi and yi respectively.

The execution is then defined as a process that transforms y<i to yi. E.g.,

transforming Figure 3.1a, 3.1b, and 3.1c to Figure 3.1d in a dialogue setting.

Our definition of AMR execution di↵ers from the execution of any program-

ming language in its non-recursive fashion. Thus, the i-th AMR execution

would require all past AMR graphs as inputs, while the runtime of a pro-
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(a) I got a new car

DUJ� DUJ�

JHW���
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QHZ���
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SRVV FDU\RX

DUJ�

QHZ���
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SUL]H

LW

GRPDLQ

OXFN\
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(b) Congrats on
your new car

GRPDLQ

SUL]H

GRPDLQ

ORWWHU\LW

(c) It’s a lottery
prize

GRPDLQ OXFN\\RX

(d) Wow, lucky for
you

Figure 3.1: AMR graphs for a dialogue. Figure3.1a and 3.1c are user utter-
ances, Figure3.1b and 3.1d are system responses.

gramming language would substitute a function with its return value once

it gets evaluated. The non-recursive design is necessary for two reasons.

Firstly, information in all previous sentences could be referred to again and

again. Depending solely on the previous AMR graph is impossible to recall

information from several sentences ago. Secondly, the runtime of AMR could

be non-deterministic as the response depends on factors missing from the

conversation history (e.g., commonsense knowledge, speaker personality),

leading to a non-optimal execution path when given only the last AMR graph.

3.2 Baselines

In this section, we present two baselines of EAMR.

AMR-to-AMR Inspired by the success of language models pretrained to

predict the next token [35, 29], we consider a seq2seq baseline trained with

“language model” objective on a corpus of automatically parsed AMR graphs.
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This baseline learns end-to-end AMR execution though its prediction lacks

interpretability, which we address in our proposed methods.

Text-to-Text To measure the performance loss caused by using automati-

cally parsed AMR graphs, a vanilla seq2seq baseline is trained to generate the

response conditioned on previous contextual turns. Later, the state-of-the-art

BART-AMR parser [5] trained on AMR 3.0 is employed to parse the generated

responses to AMR graphs for comparison with other models.

3.3 Dialog Context Representation

For a dialogue, multiple training or test instances are created as pairs of context

and response. Each instance usesm consecutive utterances with corresponding

AMR graphs as the dialogue context and the following utterance with its

AMR graph as the response. Given a dialogue context of m utterances and the

corresponding AMR graphs, we create textual and graphical representations

respectively.

Text Representation A special token utt-j is inserted to the front of

the (m� j + 1)-th utterance to indicate the boundary of utterances. We use

descending numbers such that the last utterance is always labeled with utt-1.
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As the last utterance is usually the most closely related one to the response,

an invariant label is assigned to stabilize the textual presentation regardless

of the number of context utterances.

Graph Representation Similar to the textual representation, the AMR

graph of each utterance is attached to a numbered concept utt-j in de-

scending order. Then, all utt-* concepts are attached to a root node

multi-utterance similar to the way AMR groups multiple sentences snt-*

under a multi-sentences root. An exemplar graph representation of the

first 3 AMR graphs from Figure 3.1 is illustrated below.

(a8 / multi-utterance

:utt3 (a4 / get-01

:ARG0 (a6 / a5)

:ARG1 (a3 / car

:ARG1-of (a10 / new-01)))

:utt2 (a1 / congratulate-01

:ARG1 (a12 / you)

:ARG2 (a2 / car

:ARG1-of (a9 / new-01)

:poss a12))

:utt1 (a11 / prize

:mod (a7 / lottery)

:domain (a5 / it)))
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3.4 Step-by-Step Execution

The runtime of most programming languages would feature step-by-step

execution for debugging purposes. Accordingly, we propose the concept of

execution steps to break down a complex execution into a sequence of small

steps, where each step is more interpretable to humans and some of them can

even be directly guided by heuristics.

Execution Step Given a history of AMR graphs y<i, an execution step

eij at step j is defined as an edit action that modifies yj�1
<i into yj

<i, where

y0
<i = y<i. Each e could be one of the six types: {create, delete, replace}⇥

{node, edge} and a special NOP (no operation) indicating the end of execution.

Once the last edit eik = NOP is predicted, the execution finishes with yi  yk
<i.

Specifically, the 6 types of edits are described below.

CreateNode(u, c) A new node with variable name being u and concept

being c is created.

DeleteNode(u) The node with variable name u together with all its in-

coming edges and outgoing edges are deleted.
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ReplaceNode(u, c) Replace the concept of u with c.

CreateEdge(u, r, v) Create an edge from u to v with the role being r.

DeleteEdge(u, v) Delete the edge from u to v.

ReplaceEdge(u, r, v) Replace the role of the edge from u to v with r.

3.5 Edit Oracle

Intuitively, end-to-end execution is akin to running a program where step-by-

step execution can be analogous to step-wise debugging which could provide

humans with diagnostic of problems regarding the model and the data. Our

step-wise execution can also be related to the rich literature of transition-

based parsing [38, 32], which inspires us to propose the following two learning

algorithms.

Static Oracle A static oracle is an algorithm producing the optimal gold

edit sequence that transforms yj�1 to yj. While prior work has already pro-

posed Graph Edit Distance (GED), a generalization of string edit distance

which corresponds to the minimum cost edit sequence between two attributed

relational graphs [36, 12], it limits the labels of nodes to a predefined vo-
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cabulary. In AMR, the number of concepts is unbounded which urges us to

propose a new oracle algorithm, Smatch Edit, to approximate the optimal

graph edits. To reduce the computation cost, we would prefer shorter edit

sequences given that the cost of each edit is uniform. Therefore, we seek to

reuse as many nodes and edges as possible by emitting edits according to

the optimal node mapping M that maximizes the Smatch score [8] of the

context graph and response graph. As depicted in Algorithm 1, new nodes

from yj �M are created, unmapped nodes from yj�1 �M are deleted, and

the concepts of each pair of matched nodes are made consistent using the one

from yj if they are di↵erent. Once node edits are applied, two graphs with

identical nodes are obtained. Upon them, edges are compared and edited in

a similar way.

where ReplaceNode(u) replaces the concept of u in yj�1 with its concept in

yj, and ReplaceEdge(u, v) replaces the role of edge (u, v) in y0 with its role

in yj. Though AMR is defined as a connected graph, connectivity is only

a necessary property for linearization. Before linearization, a subroutine is

applied to maintain the graph connectivity by bridging the largest connected

component with other smaller components using an orphan edge.

An example of applying a sequence of edits obtained from Smatch score
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Algorithm 1: Smatch Edit Oracle

Function Oracle(yj�1, yj):
edits []
M  argmax

M 0
Smatch(yj�1, yj)

foreach u 2 yj �M do
append CreateNode(u) to edits

foreach u 2 yj�1 �M do
append DeleteNode(u) to edits

foreach u 2M do
if concepts of u in yj�1 and yj are di↵erent then

append ReplaceNode(u) to edits

y0  apply edits to yj�1

E 0  edges of y0

E  edges of yj

foreach (u, r, v) 2 E � E 0 do
append CreateEdge(u, r, v) to edits

foreach (u, r, v) 2 E 0 � E do
append DeleteEdge(u, v) to edits

foreach (u, v) 2 E \ E 0 do
if roles of (u, v) in E and E 0 are di↵erent then

append ReplaceEdge(u, v) to edits
return edits
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to the AMR graph in Figure 3.1a is illustrated below.

Input: AMR graph for “I got a new car”.

(a2 / get-01

:ARG0 (a3 / I)

:ARG1 (a1 / car

:ARG1-of (a4 / new-01)))

Step 1: NodeDeletion(a3)

(a2 / get-01

:ARG1 (a1 / car

:ARG1-of (a4 / new-01)))

Step 2: NodeReplacement(a2, congratulate-01)

(a2 / congratulate-01

:ARG1 (a1 / car

:ARG1-of (a4 / new-01)))

Step 3: NodeInsertion(b4, you)

(a2 / congratulate-01

:ARG1 (a1 / car

:ARG1-of (a4 / new-01))

:orphan (b4 / you))
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Step 4: EdgeReplacement(a2, :ARG2, a1)

(a2 / congratulate-01

:ARG2 (a1 / car

:ARG1-of (a4 / new-01))

:orphan (b4 / you))

Step 5: EdgeInsertion(a2, :ARG1, b4)

(a2 / congratulate-01

:ARG2 (a1 / car

:ARG1-of (a4 / new-01))

:ARG1 (b4 / you))

Step 6: EdgeInsertion(a1, :poss, b4)

(a2 / congratulate-01

:ARG2 (a1 / car

:ARG1-of (a4 / new-01)

:poss b4)

:ARG1 (b4 / you))

Dynamic Oracle Similar to its spirit in dependency parsing [15], a dynamic

oracle in EAMR provides a set of optimal edits for every intermediate graph

configuration yj
<i at execution step j. Di↵erent from the oracles in dependency
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parsing, Smatch Edit guarantees that all configurations can lead to the gold

graph including configurations that deviate from the optimal oracle. In

such cases, the dynamic oracle will run Smatch Edit again from the given

configuration to generate a new edit sequence as a remedy such that the

model is less sensitive to error propagation. To provide teaching signals, the

model is trained in a predict-then-train loop, where the model is trained on

edit sequences that are constantly and dynamically updated by Smatch Edit

using the predicted graphs after each step or each epoch.

3.6 AMR Oracle

As our early experiments show poor results for edit prediction, we further

propose an extension to the edit-based oracles to directly predict edited AMR

graphs. The extension is straightforward: given an edit sequence obtained

from either static or dynamic oracle, a sequence of edited AMR graphs can be

derived by sequentially applying the edit sequence to the initial AMR graph.

Instead of teaching a model to predict the edit sequence, we can alternatively

train a model to predict a later graph given an earlier graph in the sequence.

For prediction, an initial context graph is fed in and the generated AMR

graph is then fed back as inputs for several iterations till the number of itera-
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tions exceeded a predefined number, or the output graph stops transforming.

Due to the costly computation, we implement AMR oracle with 2 iterations

at most.
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Chapter 4

Experiments

Thanks to our generic definition, EAMR can be applied to a wide range of

cross-sentence text understanding and generation tasks. In this initial study,

we mainly consider dialogue response generation as it is close to the next

AMR graph generation in EAMR.

4.1 Dataset

We experiment on the DailyDialog benchmark [30] comprised of conversations

about our daily life. Specifically, we perform the dialogue response generation

task which aims at generating a system response given the dialogue history.

We parse each utterance to a silver AMR graph using the state-of-the-

art parser [5] which scored 84.3 on the AMR 3.0 benchmark [27]. For a

long utterance consisting of multiple sentences, we individually parse each

sentence and merge them later using multi-sentence and snt-* nodes since
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we observed a significant performance drop on long inputs and the parser is

limited to a maximum of 1024 input tokens.

We set the context window size to 7 turns since the average number of

turns in DailyDialog is 8. This number is also shown to be e↵ective in training

the chatbot Meena on public domain social media conversations [1].

4.2 Metric

Conventionally, BLEU is used as an automatic evaluation metric for dialogue

response generation. However, EAMR cannot be directly evaluated using

BLEU because node mapping is required to compare two AMR graphs.

We tried to employ the state-of-the-art AMR2Text model which scored 49

BLEU [5] to generate responses given our model predictions, but the final

performance was largely degraded by error propagation of that model. As

an alternative, we propose to evaluate EAMR using Smatch, a metric for

semantic feature structures, on predicted AMR graphs and the target AMR

graphs.
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4.3 Training

We use the seq2seq model as the backbone implementation as it is flexible

for new concept generation which the latest Graph Edit Networks [34] is

not capable of. Specifically, we finetune the large version of pretrained

AMR-BART [5] on several combinations of inputs (text representation, graph

representation) and outputs (edits or AMR graphs). Special tokens, including

multi-utterance, orphan etc., are added to the BART vocabulary and get

learned from scratch.

Models equipped with static oracles are trained for 33 epochs using learning

rate 1e-5 and a copy of weights at the 30th epoch is saved as the initial weight

for the dynamic oracle models. Following that, we train dynamic oracle

models for 3 additional epochs using a smaller learning rate 5e-6 in a predict-

then-train loop as described in Section 3.4. Each finetuning epoch takes 1

hour on an NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPU while generating intermediate AMR

graphs on the training data takes 7 hours.

4.4 Results

As shown in Table 4.1, our experimental results are grouped into 3 blocks.

In the first block, we use only one representation per model. Compared
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Model Smatch

text! text [4] 34.8

text! amr 31.8
amr! amr 30.5
amr! edit 16.1

amr + text
stc�! amr 31.5

amr + text
dyn��! amr 32.6

amr + text
stc�! amr + text 30.8

amr + text
dyn��! amr + text 31.4

Table 4.1: Smatch scores of response AMR on DailyDialog. text ! text
is our implementation of seq2seq model evaluated on parsed AMR graphs
on generated responses. “stc” and “dyn” means static and dynamic oracle
respectively.

to text ! text, using parsed silver AMR graphs as the source of teaching

signals (text! amr) hurts the Smatch score by 3 points. Substituting the

input text to silver AMR again degrades the Smatch score by another 1.3

points, suggesting that it is challenging to exploit noisy data for learning

AMR execution and inspiring us to exploit more features. Unfortunately,

amr ! edit does not perform well, which might be due to the following

2 reasons. Firstly, the intermediate graph after each edit is not explicitly

encoded, causing the model to lose track of the current configuration in a

long execution sequence. Secondly, the variable names used in edit sequences

originate from linearized AMR graphs, and they might not fit well into the
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context of edits.

In the second block, we experiment with both the text representation and

the graph representation described in Section 3.3. Specifically, we use pairs of

special tokens, <s> and <AMR>, to mark the boundary between utterances and

the AMR graph. Compared to amr! amr, adding the text representation

of dialogue context (amr + text
stc�! amr) gains 1.0 Smatch improvement,

though it still performs 0.3 lower than text! amr. It agrees with the finding

that learning from noisy data is challenging. Equipped with dynamic oracle,

amr + text
dyn��! amr outperforms its static oracle equivalent by 1.1 points,

showing the e↵ectiveness of dynamic oracle on graph level. Similar findings

are made in the iterative tagging system designed for Grammatical Error

Correction [33].

In the last block, we further experiment with response generation in a

multi-task learning setting. However, the performance of neither static nor

dynamic oracle gets further improved by the text outputs, which might be

due to the left-to-right order of generation. Since the noisy AMR graphs

are generated first, the later text generation might be misled which in turn

negatively impacts the AMR graph generation.
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Chapter 5

Application

In previous sections, we have shown the e↵ectiveness of dynamic oracle in

AMR execution. However, how far one execution step proceeds is determined

by the model which is still not controllable and not interpretable. In this

section, we experiment with human control over the execution steps.

5.1 Controllable Execution

Specifically, we break down the execution into 2 stages: concept summarization

and relation generation. Concept summarization is a process of filtering useful

concepts from the dialogue context that might be talked about in the later

response utterance. Once concepts are filtered, the execution moves on to

the next stage which connects concepts with semantic relations.

We implement controllable execution by splitting the edit sequences ob-

tained from Smatch Edit into 2 stages, which we call concept summarization
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and relation generation respectively. The first stage contains CreateNode,

DeleteNode and ReplaceNode while the second stage contains CreateEdge,

DeleteEdge and ReplaceEdge. We call AMR graphs after applying the edits

from the summarization stage “concept pool”. A seq2seq model with static

oracle is trained to transform the initial graph into the concept pool, then

into the ultimate response graph in a pipeline fashion. A dynamic oracle

model instead predicts a concept pool and then transforms it into the ulti-

mate response graph. The design of a summarization stage is similar to the

summary graph proposed by Liu et al. [31]. However, our concept pool is not

as a complete AMR graph as theirs because it contains less typology and its

structure could also evolve in the later generation stage.

The results of amr + text ! amr models on DailyDialog are listed in

Table 5.1.

Controllable Model Smatch

amr + text
stc�! amr 28.2

amr + text
dyn��! amr 32.0

Table 5.1: Smatch scores of controllable AMR execution on DailyDialog.

The controllable amr + text
stc�! amr model performs poorly compared

to its uncontrollable variant in Table 4.1, which could be attributed to the
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error propagation between the 2 execution stages. However, the performance

drop of controllable amr + text
dyn��! amr is less significant, confirming that

dynamic oracle is e↵ective in mitigating error propagation.

5.2 Case Study

Using the controllable amr + text
dyn��! amr model and its outputs from the

last section, we present an application scenario where we can control the

response generation given a topic keyword or concept. Assuming the topic of

the response is given, and it is identical to the root node of the response AMR

graph, we replace the root of the “concept pool” with it before performing

the relation generation stage. In a control group, we directly replace the roots

of the final AMR graphs after relation generation. The results are listed in

Table 5.2.

Topic Control Stage Smatch

no control 32.0

after generation 34.3
after summarization 34.6

Table 5.2: Smatch scores of topic controlled models.

Using “gold” root concepts after summarization outperforms using them

after the whole generation by 0.3 points, suggesting that the controllable
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amr+text
dyn��! amr model can adjust some concepts and relations accordingly

given the new root. An example of this scenario is illustrated below.

Input: AMR graph for “I got a new car”, “Congrats on your new car”

and “It’s a lottery prize”.

(a8 / multi-utterance

:utt3 (a4 / get-01

:ARG0 (a6 / a5)

:ARG1 (a3 / car

:ARG1-of (a10 / new-01)))

:utt2 (a1 / congratulate-01

:ARG1 (a12 / you)

:ARG2 (a2 / car

:ARG1-of (a9 / new-01)

:poss a12))

:utt1 (a11 / prize

:mod (a7 / lottery)

:domain (a5 / it)))

Concept Pool:

(a3 / good-02

:orphan (a4 / really)

:orphan (a5 / it)

:orphan (a6 /

request-confirmation-91))

Replaced Concept Pool:
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(a3 / lucky

:orphan (a4 / really)

:orphan (a5 / it)

:orphan (a6 /

request-confirmation-91))

Output: You’re really lucky, aren’t you?

(a3 / lucky

:degree (a4 / really)

:ARG1 (a5 / you)

:ARG1-of (a6 /

request-confirmation-91))
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this dissertation, we propose EAMR, a neural symbolic AMR framework

with excessive interpretability. EAMR features a novel Smatch Edit oracle

which can be used both statically and dynamically. The dynamic oracle

variant of EAMR can be further made controllable using two execution stages:

summarize and then generate. EAMR can be readily applied on controllable

text summarization and task oriented dialog system through extending the

AMR graph with hierarchies of domain related nodes that carry information

of keywords and API functions. We hope EAMR can be the starting point

for exciting further research of neural symbolic AMR.

The major limitations of EMAR are three folds. Firstly, its interpretability

is limited to atomic operations, i.e., node and edge operations. However,

the way of human reasoning are more structural which typically requires

sub-graph operations as a whole. Secondly, the inference speed of seq2seq
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models are slow, which in turn hinders further application of dynamic oracles.

Lastly, the AMR graph is agnostic of certain aspects that are crucial for

dialogue response generation, such as verb tense and text style.

In the future, we would like to explore a more e↵ective way of encoding

AMR graphs and performing graph-to-graph transduction. EAMR will be-

come more attractive if its performance and interpretability can be better

balanced.
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Appendix A

Hyper-Parameter Configuration

The hyper-parameters used in our models are described in Table A.1.

BART

name bart-large
encoder layers 12
decoder layers 12
dropout 0.25
Adam Optimizer

lr 1e-5
✏ 1e-8
epochs 33
warm up 0
Generation

length penalty 1
max length 1024
beams 1

Table A.1: Hyper-parameters settings.
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